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- radio remote control of the crane arm, including the travelling functions of the machine and blade
- hydraulic loading crane Fassi 995kg lifting capacity(2000kg in countries outside the EU)
- high-strength steel chassis
- hydraulically extendable counterweight
- four outriggers
- blade with 50mm towing ball
- pick&carry function with 995 kg load up to a gradient of 20 degrees- pick&carry function with 995 kg load up to a gradient of 20 degrees
- powerful KUBOTA diesel engine 17.5kW at 3,600 rpm. (EURO V)
- two engine coolers in case of high temperature and machine load
- fuel tank for 30 liters of fuel
- output for connecting additional equipment to the hydraulic circuit of the machine (35l / min, 180bar, free runback, 2x 
powerful output and one waste, continuous oil flow (for stone suction cup, drill, winch, etc.) – could be adjusted to the 
customer’s needs)
- travel speed: 5 - 6 km / h- travel speed: 5 - 6 km / h
- 50 liters capacity hydraulic oil tank in the lower part of the machine made of solid 8 mm thick steel 
- the main axial Danfoss piston pump with electronic power control monitors the smooth running of the engine even 
when more power is required, eg. when driving up a steep hill
- heavy forged chassis rollers (not made of pressed sheet metal) add to the stability of the machine)
- tracks tensioned by a hydraulic piston and a massive spring absorbing dirt between the belts and the rollers
- weight 2050kg including retractable counterweight
- USB charging port- USB charging port
- industrial design registered in EU countries
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